disjoint circuits. Let V, be a subset of vertices of G, and let 7, be the remaining vertices in G. The set of all branches, each of which is incident at a vertex in V, and also at a vertex in P,, is called a seg of G. (A seg is a cut set or a union of branch disjoint cut sets,'l' where a cut set is a minimal subgraph g such that R(G -g) = R(G) -1). Let X, and X, represent the set of all Euler subgraphs and segs in G, respectively. With each subgraph g of G, we associate a mod 2 (binary) n-tuple g = (gl, gz, . . . , gn) where gi = 1 if bi is a branch in g and gi = 0 otherwise, i = 1,2, -0. , n. We call g the vector representation of g. It is known that the vector representation of all subgraphs in S, (or 8,) forms a linear vector space S, (or S,) of n-tuples over the mod 2 field, and also S. is the nullspace of S, and, of course, vice versa. [I' It can also be shown that the dimensions of the vector spaces S, and S, are equal to N(G) and R(G), respectively."' Let t be a tree of graph G; let the branches of G be renumbered (if necessary) such that branches b,, b,, . . + bNCCl are in t and bNCG,+l, bNC(fj+S, ... , b, are in t. Let ci be the unique circuit in G that is formed by branch bi, (1 5 i < N(G)), and those branches in t that form a path between the vertices at which bi is incident. Let B, [or B,(G) ] be a matrix whose ith row is the vector representation of ci, i = 1, 2, * f . , N(G). The (N(G) X n) matrix B, is called the fundamental circuit matrix of G. Since the first n columns of B, forms an identity matrix, the rank of matrix B, = [INTQ,Bflz] is N(G), and it can be shown that the matrix B, forms a basis for the linear vector space S,. 'I1 Since S, is the null space of S,, the matrix Q, = [ -BJ>J, ( Gj] , where B;,S is the transpose of B,,, and IRCGj is an [R(G) X R(G)] identity matrix, is a basis for S. which is usually called the fundamental cut-set matrix.
With the above introduction, it is evident that the fundamental circuit (or cut-set) matrix of a graph G generates a binary block code of length n, dimension k: and minimum distance d-an (n, k, d) code-where n is the number of branches in G, k = N(G) (or k = R(G)), and d is the minimum number of branches in a circuit (or cut set) in G. ["-15' Such codes are referred to as graph theoretic codes. More specifically, if the code words correspond to Euler subgraphs (or segs) in a graph, we will here refer to them as circuit (or cut-set) codes.
Hakimi and Frank"' described a method for construcling graphs which generate the most efficient (highest dimension) cut-set codes. Unfortunately, no method is known for constructing graphs leading to the most efficient circuit codes. Hakimi'6' described a method which, in most cases, generates the most efficient circuit codes. It can be shown, by a duality argument, that for every n and d there exists a circuit code which is at least as efficient as any cut-set code. Thus, in this paper, we will focus our attention on the circuit codes.
It has been shown by Hakimi and Frank, [5' and more effectively by Frank and Goldstein,'7' that the efficiency of cut-set codes could be significantly increased by the inclusion, in the code space, of additional code vectors which do not correspond to segs (cut sets or branch disjoint union of cut sets) of the graph. Here we shall discuss methods for increasing the efficiency of the circuit codes. We will refer to such codes as the augmented circuit codes. We will show that the augmented circuit codes are decodable by a modification of Massey's majority decoder. Is1 We will discuss the probability of correct decoding using such a decoding machine. In a future paper, it will be shown that similar ideas can be used in connection with directed graphs to obtain relatively efficient ternary codes which are also easily decodable.
AUGMENTATION OF CIRCUIT CODES
Given integers n and d, Hakimi[" gave a procedure for constructing a graph G with n branches such that every circuit, as a result of every Euler subgraph, in G contains at least d branches. Such a graph is called an (n, d) graph. Unfortunately, Hakimi's procedure did not always result in an (n, d) graph with highest possible nullity, so that the dimension of the resulting circuit code space was not as high as possible. In this section we will show that the dimension of code space could be substantially increased by "augmentation," using purely graph theoretic arguments. More precisely, the process of augmentation is outlined as follows. Let B, be a fundamental circuit matrix of an (n, d) graph, and thus a generator matrix of an (n, N(G), d) code. We will find a set of p independent nvectors represented as rows of a matrix A such that the matrix [I 2 is a generator matrix of an (n, N(G) + p, d)
code. We will achieve this augmentation by two different methods, the second of which, in most cases, leads to more satisfactory results but is more complicated. Both methods presented here are in essence related to an idea suggested by Hakimi. I61 We need some preliminary results. If g1 and g2 are any two subgraphs of a graph G, by the "union," "intersection,"
and "ring sum" of these two subgraphs, represented by g1 V g2, g1 n g2, and g1 @ g2, we mean subgraphs of G consisting of all branches in g1 or in g2 or in both, all branches in both g, and g2, and all branches in g1 or in g2 but not in both, respectively.' It should also be noted that g1 @ g2 = g, if and only if g, + gZ = g3, where by g, + gZ we mean the mod 2 sum of two vectors g, and gZ. Two subgraphs g1 and g2 of a graph G are said to differ in at least d branches if lg, 0 gzl 2 d. A path between vertices vi and vi of a graph G may be represented by p(vi, 0,). The following lemma is elementary and is here stated without proof.
1 These are standard set theoretic operations and will also be used in connection with other sets. The number of elements in a set ,S' is also represented by jS/.
Lemma 1 Let g1 and g2 be any two subgraphs of a graph G and vi be any vertex of G. If di (gl) and d i (g2) are both odd or both even, then d,(g, @ gJ is even; otherwise, d,(gl @ gJ is odd.
Method 1: Augmentation without Partitioning of the Vertices: Let G be an (n, d) connected graph with m vertices. Let v* be a vertex in G which remains fixed in this discussion. Let V be the set of all vertices of G, and assume p(v*, v*) to be an empty subgraph of G (a subgraph without any branches). We define a set of paths P = (p(v*, vi) 1 21, in V} = ipbJ*, VA, pbJ*, 4 * * * , P(VY, %a> I.
It is clear that IPI = m and assume m 2 2d. Let g, be a ring sum of any 2d (distinct) or more paths in P. It should be noted that in a path the degree of each vertex, except the initial and the final vertices, is even.
Lemma 2
If E is an Euler subgraph in G, then lg, @ El 2 d.
Proof
From Lemma 1, one can easily see that g,, contains at least 2d vertices of odd degrees. To change the degree of these vertices from odd to even, one must add (or delete) at least d branches to (or from) gp. Hence, the lemma.
Using Lemma 2, an augmentation of circuit codes can be achieved as follows. We construct a graph G, with m branches in which every circuit (if there are any) contains at least 2d branches. Let the fundamental circuit matrix of G, be B,(G,). Let P* be an (m X n) matrix whose rows are the vector representation of all paths in the set P. We define a (N(G,) X n) matrix B*(G,) = B, (G,) .P*. It should be noted that if m < 2d, then N(G,) = 0, and B*(G,) is interpreted to have no rows, i.e., in effect no augmentation is possible. By a nonxero linear combination of vectors gl, gZ, . . . ) g,, we mean a,gl + azgz + . --+ a,g,, where ais are field elements not all of which are zero; otherwise, we call it a zero linear combination.
Theorem I
The matrix is a basis for an (n, N(G) + N(G,), d) binary linear code.
Proof
We must show that any nonzero linear combination of rows of A,(G) results in a vector with at least d nonzero components. Such a linear combination may be expressed as a sum of two vectors g, + gZ, where g, is a linear combination of rows of B,(G), and gz is a linear combination of rows of B*(G,). Vector gZ, if it is a nonzero linear combination of rows of B*(G,), corresponds to a sub-graph g2 which is obtained as a ring sum of 2d or more paths in P. Thus, according to Lemma 2, g2 differs from any Euler subgraph of G in at least d branches. This, in turn, proves the theorem assuming gZ is a nonzero linear combination of rows of B*(G,). If gZ is a "zero" linear combination of rows of B*(G,), then gZ = 0, and g, must correspond to a nonempty Euler subgraph in G. Since such an Euler subgraph in G contains at least d branches, g1 contains at least d nonzero components, and t,he theorem is proved.
Using the procedure suggested by Theorem 1, we can increase the dimension of the code space from N(G) to N(G) + N(G,). It is readily apparent that this procedure can be carried out again if G, contains at least 4d vertices. This process is called recursive augmentation and is described in greater detail in connection with the second method of augmentation.
Method 2: Augmentation with Partitioning of the Vertices: To describe this method, it is convenient to consider two cases: Case l), when d is even, and Case 2), when d is odd.
Case 1): If d is even, it is possible to show that every circuit (or Euler subgraph) in the (n, d) graph G obtained by Hakimi's procedure'61 has an even length. It is also known that if every circuit in graph G has an even length, then G is "bipartite."[gl'flll In a bipartite graph G, the set of all vertices V can be partitioned into two disjoint sets V, and V, such that every branch in G is incident at a vertex in VI and a vertex in Vz. Let VT be in 7, = V, and v*, be in v, = V,; both of these vertices remain fixed in the discussion. Let p(Vi, vi) be a path between vertices vi and vi, (i # j, 1 _< i, j _< m). We define the following two sets of paths in G containing one path for each vertex vi in 8, and vi in Va. PI = (P(v$, vi) 1 V, in VI] and P, = {p(v*,, Vi) 1 Vi in V,).
It is clear that the number of paths in P, and P, is equal to the number of vertices in V, and V,; in short, lP,I = (V,I and IP,( = IV,]. Let us assume IVjl 2 d for j = 1, 2, and gp, to be a ring sum of an even number ri, (rj 2 d) of paths in Pi ,(j = 1, 2).
Lemma 3
If E is an Euler subgraph of G, then jE @ gB1 j 2 d, IE 0 gp21 2 4 and IE 0 gpl 0 gp21 2 d.
Proof
From Lemma 1 it can be seen that each vertex of the subgraph g,, has an even degree except the r, vertices of gpj in Vi, which have odd degrees (j = 1, 2). Since no pair of vertices in Vi is adjacent, one must add (or delete) at least ri branches to (or from) gPj to change the degrees of these vertices from odd to even (j = 1, 2). Therefore, subgraph g,,, differs from any Euler subgraph in G in at least d branches (j = 1, 2). To show that gP1 @ gp2 also differs from any Euler subgraph in G in at least d branches, we need only show that gPl @ gp2 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 1NFORMATION THEORY, JULY, 1963 contains at least 2d vertices of odd degrees. But from Lemma 1 it can be seen that gPr @ gDz contains exactly rl + rz vertices of odd degrees. Since r1 + r2 2 2d, this ends the proof of the lemma.
Using Lemma 2, an augmentation of the code space is possible whenever d is even. To do this, we construct two graphs G, and G, with IV11 and jV,I branches, respectively, such that each circuit in G, and in G, contains at least d branches. As before, we assume that Hakimi's procedure[61 is used, which guarantees that every Euler subgraph in G, or in G, has an even number of branches. Let B,(G,) be a fundamental circuit matrix of graph Gi, (j = 1, 2). For each j, (j = 1, 2), we construct a (I Vi1 X n) matrix P"j whose rows are the vector representation of all paths in P,. Let matrix B*(Gj) = B,(Gj). P3, (j = 1, 2). It is evident that B*(Gi) is art (N(Gj) X n) matrix (j = 1, 2). It should be noted that if 1Vjl < d, then N(Gj) = 0. AS a result, B,(Gj) and, hence, B*(G,) would not exist, since they have no rows. 
We need only show that any nonzero linear combination of rows A,(G) results in a row vector with at least ( nonzero components. Such a linear combination can hl represented as a mod 2 sum of three n-vectors, E+gPl+g,,; where E is a linear combination of rows of B,(G), an g,j is a linear combination of rows of B*(Gi), (j = 1, 2: The vector gp,, if it is a nonzero linear combination c rows of B*(Gi), corresponds to a mod 2 linear combinatio of an even number rj, (r, 2 d) of rows of PT, (j = 1, 2 Therefore, the subgraph g,,i corresponds to a ring sum I r, paths in the set of paths Pi, (j = 1, 2). If both g and gPZ correspond to zero linear combination of rox of B*(G,) and B*(G,), then vector E cannot be a ze linear combination of rows of B,(G); as a result, E #Ll + &Jz = E, where E corresponds to a nonempty Eul subgraph of G and, hence, has at least d nonzero COI ponents. In any other case, the vector E + g,, + 1 corresponds to a subgraph which can be found as a ri sum of an Euler subgraph E and either g,,, or gP2? g,,, @ gP2, where gBi is a ring sum of ri (r, even and rj 2 paths in Pj, (j = 1, 2). Thus, the proof follows direr from Lemma 3.
Since both graphs G, and G, are bipartite, the sa process can be repeated recursively. Before we give a m precise statement of this recursion, we consider the c of odd d. Case @): If cl is odd, then the graph G is not bipartite, and the augmentation process suggested by Theorem 2 does not directly apply. However, the result of Theorem 2 can be generalized to include this case. To do this, we proceed as follows. A subset V, of the vertices of graph G is called an internally stable set if V, contains no pair of adjacent vertices.lgl (An internally stable set VT is called a maximum internally stable set if there exists no internally stable set with more vertices. It is easy to find an internally stable set of vertices, but to find a maximum internally stable set is an important unsolved problem 191 ,""I) L e us assume we have found p nonempty t disjoint sets of vertices V,, V,, . . . , V, each of which is an internally stable set of G such that UT,, Vi is equal to the set V of all vertices of G. We define the set W, = iv,, v2, . . . , V,) to be a p-chromatic partition of the vertices of G. (If there exists no g-chromatic partition W, of vertices of G such that q < p, then the integer p is called the chromatic number of G. The problem of finding the chromatic number of a graph is a difficult and unsolved problem.'g1 ' [I*' The classical unresolved "four color conjecture" states that if G is planar, then G is p-chromatic with p 5 4.'"' "11' It is also useful to note that a graph is two-chromatic if and only if it is bipartite.) Without the loss of generality, let us assume that IV,1 5 /Vi] for j = 1, 2, e.. , p -1. Let v*, be a fixed vertex in V,. We define sets of paths P,, P,, . . ' P, with each set Pi containing one path for each vertex vi in Vj and vi # 21, as follows: Pi = (p(v*,, vi) / pi in Vi and a, # v*,), j = 1,2, . . . , p.
For each integer j, (1 5 j 5 p), we define subgraph gDj of G to be a ring sum of d or more paths in P,. If, for some /c, (1 5 lc 5 p), I P,CI < d, then assume gDk to be empty. Let g,j be the vector representation of g,,, (1 < I. d P>.
Lemma 4
Any mod 2 linear combination of vectors g,,, gDZ, * . * , g,, is a vector g, which differs in at least d components from a vector representation of any Euler subgraph in G, except when ga is a zero vector.
The proof of Lemma 4 is similar to the proof of Lemma 3 and is therefore omitted. Using Lemma 4, it is possible to obtain an augmentation of the circuit codes as follows. We first construct, for each integer j, (1 < j < p), a graph Gi with I PjI b ranches in which every circuit contains d or more branches. If, for some integer Ic, (1 5 k 5 p), jPn-l < d, then iV(G,) = 0. Let B,(Gj) be a fundamental circuit matrix of graph Gj, (j = 1, 2, . . . , p). B,(G,) is an (N(Gj) X IP,l) matrix whose rank is equal to N(G,), (j = 1, 2, . . . , p). Let PT be an (jPj( X n) matrix whose rows correspond to the vector representation of all paths in Pj, (j = 1, 2, . . . , p). Let the matrix B*(Gj) = B,(G,) . Pg, which is evidently an (N(Gi) X n) matrix, (j = 1, 2, . . . , p). We leave out the proof because of its similarity to the proof of Theorem 2. At this moment, we would like to make the notation of "recursive augmentation," which was suggested earlier, more precise. Given an arbitrary (n, d) graph G, we can construct graphs G,, G,, . . . , G, by the procedure suggested above. We define for every (n, d) graph G a matrix A,(G), in accordance to Theorem j=l,2 a** ,p. The reader can convince himself that for 'every i 2 1 the matrix A,(G) forms a basis for a minimum distance d binary code. This recursion can be continued until for some integer k the number of rows of Ak(G) is the same as the number of rows of AkAl(G), at which stage the recursion is terminated. We shall call the resulting code whose basis is A,(G) a recursively augmented circuit code with vertex partitioning. Similar recursion techniques can be carried out in connection with augmentation without, partitioning.
A DISCUSSION OF EFFICIENCY OF GRAPH THEORETIC CODES
We would like to present a comparison in efficiency of circuit codes and augmented circuit codes with other available codes. As usua1,[121 we define the eficiency (or rate) to be the ratio of the dimension of code space to its length, i.e., k/n. The computations for this comparision were carried out by a digital computer. (The computation time for each single code, even for large values of n and many cycles of recursion, was insignificant.) Table I shows the dimensions of circuit codes k,, recursively augmented circuit codes with part.itioning k,,, and Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem codes lc1,'12' for many values of n and d.2 The plots in Fig. 1 give a comparison in efficiency of some graph theoretic codes with the Varsharmov-Gilbert bound.[l'l As can be seen, the efficiency of graph theoretic codes remains above the Varsharmov-Gilbert bound for many values of n and d, especially when n 5 100 and d 5 20. We were not able to find asymptotic limits for circuit and augmented circuit codes. In connection with asymptotic limits, the impression one gets from the curves in Fig. 1 is less than   2 The dimensions of the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem codes are taken from Petersen[121 and were not available for all values of n and d considered. These dimensions are not necessarily the highest attainable.
The same is also true for the graph theoretic codes. encouraging. However, we would like to add that thl efficiency of augmented circuit codes can be further in creased, especially for large values of n and d, if the eas of decoding was not our primary concern. Two othe points are worth mentioning. 1) Almost invariably, on obtains higher efficiencies using recursively augmentatio with partitioning of vertices than without partitioning c vertices. One exception to this is the Petersen graph (  Fig. 2 , whose circuit code is a (15, 6, 5) code. This grap has no internally stable set consisting of five or mol vertices; thus, the second method of augmentation caml( be used. However, Petersen's graph has ten vertices; thu the first method of augmentation would increase the d mension by one.
2) The second method or' augmentatic seems to yield substantially better results (higher ef ciencies) for even values of cl than odd values of d. This could be explained by noting that the problem of pchromatic partitioning of the vertices of a graph does not even exist when cl is even, because in that case the graph is two-chromatic. There is no available method for finding a "best" partitioning of the vertices of a graph when d is odd. Such a best partitioning may, for example, be achieved by first finding a maximum internally stable set of G and letting that set be V,; to find the set of vertices V,, one could delete all branches incident at each vertex in V, from G and find a maximum internally stable set in the resulting graph, and so forth. Since no method for finding a maximal internally stable set is available,f'0' we essentially programmed the computer to find a "good" internally stable set at each stage. To illustrate this difficulty, consider the graph of Fig. 3 . The graph is a (15, 7) graph resulting in a (15, 3, 7) code. This code cannot be augmented by the first method, and it can be augmented by the second method only if one finds a maximum internally stable set of vertices. Fortunately, such a set was found; it consists of seven vertices. Thus, using the second method of augmentation, the dimension can be increased to four.3
DECODING OF AUGMENTED GRAPH THEORETIC CODES
In a previous paper,'13' we proved that circuit codes are majority decodable. ['I Here we intend to show that augmented circuit codes are also easily decodable by a modification of the previous idea. Since we have two -methods for augmentat,ion-one with and the other without the partitioning of the vertices-we need to consider the decoding for each case separately. Before that, however, we will describe the basic idea in our previous note. ["'
Given an (n, d) graph G and a branch b, of G, we showed that one can find a set of d -1 cut sets (or segs) C,(k), C,(k), ... , Cd-I@) such that C,(k) A C,(k) = b, for.i, j = 1, 2, . . . , cl -1 and i # j.""' Let vector g, be transmitted and g, be received, and assume that no more than [(d -1)/2] errors have occured in transmission. (By [z] we mean the largest integer _<z.) For each integer j, (1 5 j 5 d -l), let 6, = Cj(k) .g:, i.e., 6; is the mod 2 inner product of the received vector, and Ci(lc), Ci(k) is the vector representation of C,(k). Then, following Massey's idea,"' *1'31 it can be shown that the kth component of g, is correctly received if and only if (the summation being over the real field).
Based upon the above statement, a decoder can be designed consisting of mod 2 adders and majority (threshold) elements."3' We refer to this process as majority decoding for graph G. An example of such a decoder is shown in Fig. 4 for the circuit code corresponding to the Petersen graph. (Note that we need determine only the information symbols.)
Decoding of Augmented Circuit Codes without Partitioning of the Vertices
Let the branches of graph G, be pl, &, . . . , p,, and assume that the branch P, of G, corresponds to the vertex vi of the original graph G, (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) . Accordingly, we establish the one-to-one correspondence between a path p(v*, Vi) in P with the branch ,& in G,. Then each transmitted code vector g, may be assumed to be g, = E + g,, where E is an Euler subgraph in G and the gp is the ring sum of a subset of paths in P corresponding to the branches in an Euler subgraph E,, in G,. For every subgraph g, of G, we define a subgraph gpl of G, as follows:
We also define w(g) to be the number of nonzero entries in g.
Theorem 4
Let g, = E + g, be transmitted and g, = g, + g, be received, and assume that w(g, The decoding process may be mechanized as follows. Having received the vector g,, then subgraph g,, of G, can be determined. However, gpl differs from E,, in at most 2[(d -1)/2] branches. Since every circuit in G, contains at least 2cl branches, subgraph E,, can be determined from subgraph gY1 of graph G, by majority decoding for graph G,. Once E,, is determined, it is easy to find g, and, of course, g,. Then, since g, + g, = E + g,, all we need to do is to determine E from E + g,. This is accomplished by majority decoding on graph G. Finally g, is determined by the mod 2 sum E + g,. Fig. 5 gives the decoding circuit for the (15, 7, 5) augmented circuit code corresponding to the Petersen graph. In that connection, the paths used for augmentation are as follows: P(v*, ~1 is empty, and P@*, ~4 = I& I, P(v*, ~4 = h&l, pcv*, 4 = IL &I, P(v*, vd = IhI, Pb", %) = {b*l, pcv*, VT> = jh, &I, P(V", 4 = (b, &I, P(V", v,) = lb, b141 and P(v*, vlo) = I&, h I. 
Decoding of Augmented Circuit Codes with Paditioning of the Vertices
Let [PiI = aj and the branches in Gi be labeled piI, P ,a, ... , Pie,, (i = 1, 2, -* * , p). Let the vertices in Vi be denoted by v,~, viz, . . + , vjei for j = 1, 2, . . . , p -1 and the vertices in V, @ v*, be v,,, vP2, . . . , vpa,. Accordingly, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between a path p(v*,, vjk) in Pi and branch /3ik in Gi, (1 5 k < aj, j = 1, 2, . . . , p). Then, a transmitted code vector may be assumed to be g, = E + CT=1 gPj, where E is an Euler subgraph in G and gPf is a ring sum of paths in P, corresponding to the branches in an Euler subgraph E,, in Gi, (j = 1, 2, . . . , p). (Note that the case gPi = 0 is identified with the empty Euler subgraph in G,.) Given a received vector g, and, as a result, g,, for each j, (1 < j 5 p) we obtain a subgraph g,i of Gi as follows: 97-j = (Pi,< 1 k = 1, 2, .. . , LYE and c&,,(y,) is odd) where dik(gl) is the number of branches of g7 incident at vertex vj,.. The decoding process can be outlined as follows. Havil received g,, me determine gT1, g,,, . . . , gTp from whit we can find E,,, E,,, . . . , E,, by majority decoding 1 graphs G,, G,, . . . , G,, respectively. Once E,,, E,,, . . . , I have been determined, one can easily compute g,,, g . . . , g,,. At this stage, we form g, + cSX1 g,, whi is equal to E + g, from which E can be found by majori decoding for G. Finally, g, is obtained by the mod addition E + cyzl gPj.
There is no conceptual difficulty in extending th decoding schemes to the case of recursively augmen codes. If deemed necessary, the interested reader ( carry out the details, once he has understood the impli tion of the above decoding procedures.
~osc~usross ASD FURTHER REMARKS
The efficiency of graph theoretic codes seems accept: and compares favorably with the Bose-Chaudh Hocquenghem codes generated by nonprimitive ment's. 'l" It is possible to increase efficiency of $1 t'heoretic codes by combining the two methods of mentation presented here; however, in such a case decoding scheme becomes more complex. These prob are currently under consideration.
It is well known that a "majority decoder" is II< "ideal decoder."['l The ideal decoder finds a code ~1 g,, for a received vector g, such that w(g;, -g w(g, -g?) for every code vector gi. The majority dcc guarantees to do the same, if a code vector giF exists of at most one vertex in V,: hence, the degree of at most that w(gi7 -g7) 5 [(CE -1)/2]. But since we dl only the information symbols, the output of the decoder than or equal to [(d -1)/a], it would be possible to is equivalent to a code vector, regardless of the value of obtain a lower bound on probability of correct decoding. input vector g,. The question is: What is the probability We found this to be difficult. of correct decoding using such a majority decoder in connection with graph theoretic codes? This is a difficult question and remains substantially unanswered. Let us limit our discussion with circuit codes. To begin with, it is easy to show that if an error pattern g, can be corrected properly when incurred in transmission of code vector gt, it will be corrected properly when incurred in connection with any other code vector. Thus, the class of all error patterns that are properly corrected is identical with the class of all inputs to the majority decoder which produce a zero (vector) output. It can be shown that t'he majority decoder for a circuit code produces a zero output whenever the input to the decoder g, corresponds t'o a subgraph whose "total diameter" 6 5 [(d -1)/a]. Let G be a connected subgraph with m vertices; then diameter of G, denoted by 8(G), is maxlSinndiSn d(i, j), where d(i, j) is the length of the shortest path between vertices v, and IJ~. Let g, be a subgraph of G, and let y. have g components (or maximally connected parts"'), 9.1, Sez, . -. , gw; then the total diamet'er of g, is equal to CpZl S(g,j) = 6(g,). If we could compute for every integer p, (1 5 p 5 n) the number of subgraphs of a graph G with p branches whose total diameter is less
Correspondence
The Fisher Information and Convexity
In this correspondence we shall prove the strict convexity of the Fisher information measure for an arbitrary parameter over the set of probability density functions for which it exists. In turn, this convexity property often simplifies the computation of a lower bound for the variance of an unbiased estimator of the parameter, since the Cram&-Rao bound is the inverse of the Fisher information. As CaponIll has shown, the Pitman efficacy of the optimal detector is equal to the Fisher information.
Thus, the convexity property also yields an easily computed upper bound for the efficacy of the optimal test for the parameter when the distribution is a mixture. In a recent paper, Tukey131 has advocated the use of such mixture densities for modeling noise in communication systems.
Let 8 be the set of all probability densities f(x,e) that possess a derivative with respect to 8, where 8 is a single parameter. In general, the Fisher information for a density f(x, 6) with true parameter &, is log fb, @js=s, 1 ;(x, 4J dx. (1) For the cases of a scale or location parameter, this becomes 
where we have used f'(z, 0) for af (2,0)/&3. We may assume that both I (f) and I(g) are finite; otherwise, the result is trivial. For the moment, assume that there exists at least one 2, say x1, such that
